Supplementary materials A

Experimental and filler materials

This file contains the list of all stimuli used in the experiment. Sentences were adapted from the critical stimuli used in Lau et al. (2006). There are four variants of each sentence. The sentence variants correspond to the critical conditions as follows: a: ellipsis/*of; c: ellipsis/temporal; b: non-ellipsis/*of; and d: non-ellipsis/*temporal. There are four types of filler conditions: (1) ellipsis context (possessive in first clause), with an overt noun in the second clause; (2) non-ellipsis context (i.e., no possessive in first clause), with a possessive and overt noun in the second clause; (3) non-ellipsis context in which of is used in a grammatical way; and (4) Non-ellipsis context, unrelated. Some of the fillers contained a word order violation (WO), or a verb conjugation violation (VC).

Experimental materials

1a. Although Peter met John's surgeon, he did not meet Max's of the operation.

1b. Although the surgeon met John, he did not meet Max's of the operation.

1c. Although Peter met John's surgeon, he did not meet Max's before the operation.

1d. Although the surgeon met John, he did not meet Max's before the operation.

2a. Although Scott interrogated Chris's suspect, he did not interrogate Max's of the robbery.

2b. Although the prosecutor interrogated Chris, he did not interrogate Max's of the robbery.
2c. Although Scott interrogated Chris's suspect, he did not interrogate Max's after the robbery.

2d. Although the prosecutor interrogated Chris, he did not interrogate Max's after the robbery.

3a. Although Paul saw Mike's guitarist, he did not see David's of the concert.

3b. Although the guitarist saw Mike, he did not see David's of the concert.

3c. Although Paul saw Mike's guitarist, he did not see David's during the concert.

3d. Although the guitarist saw Mike, he did not see David's during the concert.

4a. Although Andrew admired Matt's priest, he did not admire Richard's of the sermon.

4b. Although the priest admired Matt, he did not admire Richard's of the sermon.

4c. Although Andrew admired Matt's priest, he did not admire Richard's after the sermon.

4d. Although the priest admired Matt, he did not admire Richard's after the sermon.

5a. Although Joe disliked Steve's chiropractor, he did not dislike Jerry's of the treatment.

5b. Although the chiropractor disliked Steve, he did not dislike Jerry's of the treatment.

5c. Although Joe disliked Steve's chiropractor, he did not dislike Jerry's during the treatment.

5d. Although the chiropractor disliked Steve, he did not dislike Jerry's during the treatment.

6a. Although Adam congratulated Tim's agent, he did not congratulate Daniel's of the deal.

6b. Although the agent congratulated Tim, he did not congratulate Daniel's of the deal.
6c. Although Adam congratulated Tim's agent, he did not congratulate Daniel's after the deal.

6d. Although the agent congratulated Tim, he did not congratulate Daniel's after the deal.

7a. Although Nathan acknowledged Martin's teammate, he did not acknowledge Stuart's of the ceremony.

7b. Although the executive acknowledged Martin, he did not acknowledge Stuart's of the ceremony.

7c. Although Nathan acknowledged Martin's teammate, he did not acknowledge Stuart's during the ceremony.

7d. Although the executive acknowledged Martin, he did not acknowledge Stuart's during the ceremony.

8a. Although Gary respected Arthur's representative, he did not respect Harry's of the symposium.

8b. Although the trainee respected Arthur, he did not respect Harry's of the symposium.

8c. Although Gary respected Arthur's representative, he did not respect Harry's during the symposium.

8d. Although the trainee respected Arthur, he did not respect Harry's during the symposium.

9a. Although Justin supported Edward's candidate, he did not support Howard's of the rally.

9b. Although the mayor supported Edward, he did not support Howard's of the rally.
9c. Although Justin supported Edward's candidate, he did not support Howard's during the rally.

9d. Although the mayor supported Edward, he did not support Howard's during the rally.

10a. Although Craig praised Philip's conductor, he did not praise Nick's of the concert.

10b. Although the conductor praised Philip, he did not praise Nick's of the concert.

10c. Although Craig praised Philip's conductor, he did not praise Nick's after the concert.

10d. Although the conductor praised Philip, he did not praise Nick's after the concert.

11a. Although Samantha hated Jane's sister, she did not hate Billy's of the reunion.

11b. Although the nanny hated Jane, she did not hate Billy's of the reunion.

11c. Although Samantha hated Jane's sister, she did not hate Billy's before the reunion.

11d. Although the nanny hated Jane, she did not hate Billy's before the reunion.

12a. Although Kyle heard Josh's saxophonist, he did not hear Tony's of the recording.

12b. Although the saxophonist heard Josh, he did not hear Tony's of the recording.

12c. Although Kyle heard Josh's saxophonist, he did not hear Tony's before the recording.

12d. Although the saxophonist heard Josh, he did not hear Tony's before the recording.

13a. Although Jeff despised Wesley's financier, he did not despise Derrick's of the reconciliation.
13b. Although the financier despised Wesley, he did not despise Derrick's of the reconciliation.

13c. Although Jeff despised Wesley's financier, he did not despise Derrick's before the reconciliation.

13d. Although the financier despised Wesley, he did not despise Derrick's before the reconciliation.

14a. Although Daniel liked Sean's employer, he did not like Walter's of the firing.

14b. Although the customer liked Sean, he did not like Walter's of the firing.

14c. Although Daniel liked Sean's employer, he did not like Walter's after the firing.

14d. Although the customer liked Sean, he did not like Walter's after the firing.

15a. Although Evan reprimanded Patrick's editor, he did not reprimand Sheldon's of the event.

15b. Although the editor reprimanded Patrick, he did not reprimand Sheldon's of the event.

15c. Although Evan reprimanded Patrick's editor, he did not reprimand Sheldon's during the event.

15d. Although the editor reprimanded Patrick, he did not reprimand Sheldon's during the event.

16a. Although James identified Ray's killer, he did not identify Doug's of the interview.

16b. Although the witness identified Ray, he did not identify Doug's of the interview.

16c. Although James identified Ray's killer, he did not identify Doug's during the interview.
16d. Although the witness identified Ray, he did not identify Doug's during the interview.

17a. Although Russell called Charlie's dentist, he did not call Aaron's of the appointment.

17b. Although the dentist called Charlie, he did not call Aaron's of the appointment.

17c. Although Russell called Charlie's dentist, he did not call Aaron's before the appointment.

17d. Although the dentist called Charlie, he did not call Aaron's before the appointment.

18a. Although Stanley spotted Jeremy's caddy, he did not spot Fred's of the tournament.

18b. Although the caddy spotted Jeremy, he did not spot Fred's of the tournament.

18c. Although Stanley spotted Jeremy's caddy, he did not spot Fred's during the tournament.

18d. Although the caddy spotted Jeremy, he did not spot Fred's during the tournament.

19a. Although Kevin saluted Tom's captain, he did not salute Brendan's of the ceremony.

19b. Although the captain saluted Tom, he did not salute Brendan's of the ceremony.

19c. Although Kevin saluted Tom's captain, he did not salute Brendan's after the ceremony.

19d. Although the captain saluted Tom, he did not salute Brendan's after the ceremony.

20a. Although William honored Bob's rescuer, he did not honor Henry's of the memorial.

20b. Although the president honored Bob, he did not honor Henry's of the memorial.

20c. Although William honored Bob's rescuer, he did not honor Henry's during the memorial.

20d. Although the president honored Bob, he did not honor Henry's during the memorial.
21a. Although Tyler answered Seth's detective, he did not answer Keith's of the interrogation.

21b. Although the celebrity answered Seth, he did not answer Keith's of the interrogation.

21c. Although Tyler answered Seth's detective, he did not answer Keith's during the interrogation.

21d. Although the celebrity answered Seth, he did not answer Keith's during the interrogation.

22a. Although Jonathan paid Joe's contractor, he did not pay Bruce's of the service.

22b. Although the owner paid Joe, he did not pay Bruce's of the service.

22c. Although Jonathan paid Joe's contractor, he did not pay Bruce's before the service.

22d. Although the owner paid Joe, he did not pay Bruce's before the service.

23a. Although Ronald employed Johnny's uncle, he did not employ Rick's of the summer.

23b. Although the manager employed Johnny, he did not employ Rick's of the summer.

23c. Although Ronald employed Johnny's uncle, he did not employ Rick's during the summer.

23d. Although the manager employed Johnny, he did not employ Rick's during the summer.

24a. Although Ethan punished Scott's son, he did not punish Mark's of the incident.

24b. Although the teacher punished Scott, he did not punish Mark's of the incident.

24c. Although Ethan punished Scott's son, he did not punish Mark's after the incident.

24d. Although the teacher punished Scott, he did not punish Mark's after the incident.

25a. Although Victor contacted Cliff's attorney, he did not contact Jerome's of the negotiation.
25b. Although the attorney contacted Cliff, he did not contact Jerome's of the negotiation.

25c. Although Victor contacted Cliff's attorney, he did not contact Jerome's before the negotiation.

25d. Although the attorney contacted Cliff, he did not contact Jerome's before the negotiation.

26a. Although Felix befriended Roger's gardener, he did not befriend Glenn's of the outing.

26b. Although the gardener befriended Roger, he did not befriend Glenn's of the outing.

26c. Although Felix befriended Roger's gardener, he did not befriend Glenn's before the outing.

26d. Although the gardener befriended Roger, he did not befriend Glenn's before the outing.

27a. Although Steve frightened Greg's toddler, he did not frighten Jerry's of the trip.

27b. Although the clown frightened Greg, he did not frighten Jerry's of the trip.

27c. Although Steve frightened Greg's toddler, he did not frighten Jerry's before the trip.

27d. Although the clown frightened Greg, he did not frighten Jerry's before the trip.

28a. Although Sebastian impressed Phil's coach, he did not impress Bobby's of the competition.

28b. Although the coach impressed Phil, he did not impress Bobby's of the competition.

28c. Although Sebastian impressed Phil's coach, he did not impress Bobby's during the competition.
28d. Although the coach impressed Phil, he did not impress Bobby's during the competition.

29a. Although Zachary threatened Brian's enemy, he did not threaten Jesse's of the attack.

29b. Although the bully threatened Brian, he did not threaten Jesse's of the attack.

29c. Although Zachary threatened Brian's enemy, he did not threaten Jesse's before the attack.

29d. Although the bully threatened Brian, he did not threaten Jesse's before the attack.

30a. Although Ed scolded Oliver's student, he did not scold Robert's of the procession.

30b. Although the teacher scolded Oliver, he did not scold Robert's of the procession.

30c. Although Ed scolded Oliver's student, he did not scold Robert's during the procession.

30d. Although the teacher scolded Oliver, he did not scold Robert's during the procession.

31a. Although Eric criticized Ian's teammate, he did not criticize David's of the practice.

31b. Although the goalie criticized Ian, he did not criticize David's of the practice.

31c. Although Eric criticized Ian's teammate, he did not criticize David's after the practice.

31d. Although the goalie criticized Ian, he did not criticize David's after the practice.

32a. Although Anthony surprised Neil's assistant, he did not surprise Carol's of the flight.

32b. Although the boss surprised Neil, he did not surprise Carol's of the flight.

32c. Although Anthony surprised Neil's assistant, he did not surprise Carol's before the flight.

32d. Although the boss surprised Neil, he did not surprise Carol's before the flight.
33a. Although Ryan scared Jacob's cousin, he did not scare Janet's of the movie.

33b. Although the clown scared Jacob, he did not scare Janet's of the movie.

33c. Although Ryan scared Jacob's cousin, he did not scare Janet's during the movie.

33d. Although the clown scared Jacob, he did not scare Janet's during the movie.

34a. Although Justin reprimanded Elliot's supervisor, he did not reprimand Alice's of the presentation.

34b. Although the supervisor reprimanded Elliot, he did not reprimand Alice's of the presentation.

34c. Although Justin reprimanded Elliot's supervisor, he did not reprimand Alice's before the presentation.

34d. Although the supervisor reprimanded Elliot, he did not reprimand Alice's before the presentation.

35a. Although Vincent amused Brett's dad, he did not amuse Mark's of the show.

35b. Although the comedian amused Brett, he did not amuse Mark's of the show.

35c. Although Vincent amused Brett's dad, he did not amuse Mark's during the show.

35d. Although the comedian amused Brett, he did not amuse Mark's during the show.

36a. Although Barry fascinated Austin's therapist, he did not fascinate Beverly's of the session.

36b. Although the therapist fascinated Austin, he did not fascinate Beverly's of the session.
36c. Although Barry fascinated Austin's therapist, he did not fascinate Beverly's during the session.

36d. Although the therapist fascinated Austin, he did not fascinate Beverly's during the session.

37a. Although Ben reassured Andy's trainer, he did not reassure Tony's of the workout.

37b. Although the trainer reassured Andy, he did not reassure Tony's of the workout.

37c. Although Ben reassured Andy's trainer, he did not reassure Tony's before the workout.

37d. Although the trainer reassured Andy, he did not reassure Tony's before the workout.

38a. Although Damian consulted Noah's lawyer, he did not consult Nancy's of the trial.

38b. Although the lawyer consulted Noah, he did not consult Nancy's of the trial.

38c. Although Damian consulted Noah's lawyer, he did not consult Nancy's before the trial.

38d. Although the lawyer consulted Noah, he did not consult Nancy's before the trial.

39a. Although Pierre complimented James' predecessor, he did not compliment Ellen's of the speech.

39b. Although the biologist complimented James, he did not compliment Ellen's of the speech.

39c. Although Pierre complimented James' predecessor, he did not compliment Ellen's during the speech.

39d. Although the biologist complimented James, he did not compliment Ellen's during the speech.
40a. Although Jay thanked Theodore's butler, he did not thank Heather's of the meal.

40b. Although the butler thanked Theodore, he did not thank Heather's of the meal.

40c. Although Jay thanked Theodore's butler, he did not thank Heather's after the meal.

40d. Although the butler thanked Theodore, he did not thank Heathers after the meal.

41a. Although Marcus welcomed Owen's houseguest, he did not welcome Julie's of the reception.

41b. Although the host welcomed Owen, he did not welcome Julie's of the reception.

41c. Although Marcus welcomed Owen's houseguest, he did not welcome Julie's before the reception.

41d. Although the host welcomed Owen, he did not welcome Julie's before the reception.

42a. Although Leonard hit Jack's director, he did not hit Hannah's of the brawl.

42b. Although the director hit Jack, he did not impress Hannah's of the brawl.

42c. Although Leonard hit Jack's director, he did not hit Hannah's during the brawl.

42d. Although the director hit Jack, he did not impress Hannah's during the brawl.

43a. Although Charlie met Shane's roommate, he did not meet Patricia's of the play.

43b. Although the landlord met Shane, he did not meet Patricia's of the play.

43c. Although Charlie met Shane's roommate, he did not meet Patricia's before the play.

43d. Although the landlord met Shane, he did not meet Patricia's before the play.
44a. Although Wayne tutored Luke's classmate, he did not tutor Christine's of the exam.

44b. Although the upperclassman tutored Luke, he did not tutor Christine's of the exam.

44c. Although Wayne tutored Luke's classmate, he did not tutor Christine's before the exam.

44d. Although the upperclassman tutored Luke, he did not tutor Christine's before the exam.

45a. Although Kenny insulted Brad's roommate, he did not insult Shannon's of the party.

45b. Although the bully insulted Brad, he did not insult Shannon's of the party.

45c. Although Kenny insulted Brad's roommate, he did not insult Shannon's after the party.

45d. Although the bully insulted Brad, he did not insult Shannon's after the party.

46a. Although Todd trained Trevor's teacher, he did not train Anne's of the lecture.

46b. Although the teacher trained Trevor, he did not train Anne's of the lecture.

46c. Although Todd trained Trevor's teacher, he did not train Anne's during the lecture.

46d. Although the teacher trained Trevor, he did not train Anne's during the lecture.

47a. Although Patrick hired Albert's scriptwriter, he did not hire Diane's of the interview.

47b. Although the scriptwriter hired Albert, he did not hire Diane's of the interview.

47c. Although Patrick hired Albert's scriptwriter, he did not hire Diane's after the interview.

47d. Although the scriptwriter hired Albert, he did not hire Diane's after the interview.

48a. Although Norman confused Carl's accountant, he did not confuse Martha's of the conference.
48b. Although the accountant confused Carl, he did not confuse Martha's of the conference.

48c. Although Norman confused Carl's accountant, he did not confuse Martha's during the conference.

48d. Although the accountant confused Carl, he did not confuse Martha's during the conference.

49a. Although Bob baffled Troy's professor, he did not baffle Emily's of the exam.

49b. Although the professor baffled Troy, he did not baffle Emily's of the exam.

49c. Although Bob baffled Troy's professor, he did not baffle Emily's after the exam.

49d. Although the professor baffled Troy, he did not baffle Emily's after the exam.

50a. Although Norbert seated Alex's nephew, he did not seat Irene's of the wedding.

50b. Although the babysitter seated Alex, he did not seat Irene's of the wedding.

50c. Although Norbert seated Alex's nephew, he did not seat Irene's before the wedding.

50d. Although the babysitter seated Alex, he did not reprimand Irene's before the wedding.

51a. Although Jeremy disappointed Howie's rabbi, he did not disappoint Bonnie's of the blessing.

51b. Although the rabbi disappointed Howie, he did not disappoint Bonnie's of the blessing.

51c. Although Jeremy disappointed Howie's rabbi, he did not disappoint Bonnie's during the blessing.
51d. Although the rabbi disappointed Howie, he did not disappoint Bonnie's during the blessing.

52a. Although Carlos surprised Juan's producer, he did not surprise Jane's of the premiere.

52b. Although the producer surprised Juan, he did not surprise Jane's of the premiere.

52c. Although Carlos surprised Juan's producer, he did not surprise Jane's after the premiere.

52d. Although the producer surprised Juan, he did not surprise Jane's after the premiere.

53a. Although Frank captured Benjamin's murderer, he did not capture Annette's of the mugging.

53b. Although the detective captured Benjamin, he did not capture Annette's of the mugging.

53c. Although Frank captured Benjamin's murderer, he did not capture Annette's after the mugging.

53d. Although the detective captured Benjamin, he did not capture Annette's after the mugging.

54a. Although Warren sentenced Darryl's accomplice, he did not sentence Natasha's of the conviction.

54b. Although the judge sentenced Darryl, he did not sentence Natasha's of the conviction.

54c. Although Warren sentenced Darryl's accomplice, he did not sentence Natasha's after the conviction.

54d. Although the judge sentenced Darryl, he did not sentence Natasha's after the conviction.
55a. Although Chris worried Roy's neurologist, he did not worry Betty's of the consultation.

55b. Although the neurologist worried Roy, he did not worry Betty's of the consultation.

55c. Although Chris worried Roy's neurologist, he did not worry Betty's during the consultation.

55d. Although the neurologist worried Roy, he did not worry Betty's during the consultation.

56a. Although Ira convinced Cameron's boss, he did not convince Leslie's of the sale.

56b. Although the boss convinced Cameron, he did not convince Leslie's of the sale.

56c. Although Ira convinced Cameron's boss, he did not convince Leslie's during the sale.

56d. Although the boss convinced Cameron, he did not convince Leslie's during the sale.

57a. Although Curtis implicated Greg's servant, he did not implicate Abigail's of the arrest.

57b. Although the servant implicated Greg, he did not implicate Abigail's of the arrest.

57c. Although Curtis implicated Greg's servant, he did not implicate Abigail's after the arrest.

57d. Although the servant implicated Greg, he did not implicate Abigail's after the arrest.

58a. Although Lawrence pestered Colin's waiter, he did not pester Cynthia's of the luncheon.

58b. Although the waiter pestered Colin, he did not pester Cynthia's of the luncheon.

58c. Although Lawrence pestered Colin's waiter, he did not pester Cynthia's during the luncheon.

58d. Although the waiter pestered Colin, he did not pester Cynthia's during the luncheon.
59a. Although Louis inconvenienced Archie's chauffeur, he did not inconvenience Isabelle's of the event.

59b. Although the chauffeur inconvenienced Archie, he did not inconvenience Isabelle's of the event.

59c. Although Louis inconvenienced Archie's chauffeur, he did not inconvenience Isabelle's before the event.

59d. Although the chauffeur inconvenienced Archie, he did not inconvenience Isabelle's before the event.

60a. Although Ross disturbed Kenneth's boss, he did not disturb Margaret's of the inspection.

60b. Although the boss disturbed Kenneth, he did not disturb Margaret's of the inspection.

60c. Although Ross disturbed Kenneth's boss, he did not disturb Margaret's during the inspection.

60d. Although the boss disturbed Kenneth, he did not disturb Margaret's during the inspection.

61a. Although Joey fed Danny's grandson, he did not feed Arthur's of the trip.

61b. Although the grandfather fed Danny, he did not feed Arthur's of the trip.

61c. Although Joey fed Danny's grandson, he did not feed Arthur's before the trip.

61d. Although the grandfather fed Danny, he did not feed Arthur's before the trip.

62a. Although Jake shoved Harry's stepson, he did not shove Pat's of the altercation.

62b. Although the guard shoved Harry, he did not shove Pat's of the altercation.
62c. Although Jake shoved Harry's stepson, he did not shove Pat's during the altercation.

62d. Although the guard shoved Harry, he did not shove Pat's during the altercation.

63a. Although Jim shot Drew's bodyguard, he did not shoot Sadie's of the assassination.

63b. Although the bodyguard shot Drew, he did not shoot Sadie's of the assassination.

63c. Although Jim shot Drew's bodyguard, he did not shoot Sadie's during the assassination.

63d. Although the bodyguard shot Drew, he did not shoot Sadie's during the assassination.

64a. Although Gene dethroned Marty's heir, he did not dethrone Rose's of the revolution.

64b. Although the assassin dethroned Marty, he did not dethrone Rose's of the revolution.

64c. Although Gene dethroned Marty's heir, he did not dethrone Rose's before the revolution.

64d. Although the assassin dethroned Marty, he did not dethrone Rose's before the revolution.

65a. Although Erica kissed Mary's mother, she did not kiss Dana's of the reception.

65b. Although the bridesmaid kissed Mary, she did not kiss Dana's of the reception.

65c. Although Erica kissed Mary's mother, she did not kiss Dana's before the reception.

65d. Although the bridesmaid kissed Mary, she did not kiss Dana's before the reception.

66a. Although Danielle hugged Sarah's aunt, she did not hug Jenny's of the departure.

66b. Although the grandmother hugged Sarah, she did not hug Jenny's of the departure.

66c. Although Danielle hugged Sarah's aunt, she did not hug Jenny's before the departure.
66d. Although the grandmother hugged Sarah, she did not hug Jenny's before the departure.

67a. Although Katie understood Melissa's translation, she did not understand Catherine's of the speech.

67b. Although the politician understood Melissa, she did not understand Catherine's of the speech.

67c. Although Katie understood Melissa's translation, she did not understand Catherine's after the speech.

67d. Although the politician understood Melissa, she did not understand Catherine's after the speech.

68a. Although Allison misunderstood Rachel's grandmother, she did not misunderstand Theresa's of the discussion.

68b. Although the secretary misunderstood Rachel, she did not misunderstand Theresa's of the discussion.

68c. Although Allison misunderstood Rachel's grandmother, she did not misunderstand Theresa's during the discussion.

68d. Although the secretary misunderstood Rachel, she did not misunderstand Theresa's during the discussion.

69a. Although Wendy introduced Becky's sister, she did not introduce Laura's of the festival.

69b. Although the hostess introduced Becky, she did not introduce Laura's of the festival.
69c. Although Wendy introduced Becky's sister, she did not introduce Laura's before the festival.

69d. Although the hostess introduced Becky, she did not introduce Laura's before the festival.

70a. Although Mandy greeted Candice's publicist, she did not greet Brooke's of the commencement.

70b. Although the publicist greeted Candice, she did not greet Brooke's of the commencement.

70c. Although Mandy greeted Candice's publicist, she did not greet Brooke's after the commencement.

70d. Although the publicist greeted Candice, she did not greet Brooke's after the commencement.

71a. Although Amanda annoyed Monica's counselor, she did not annoy Sheryl's of the hike.

71b. Although the counselor annoyed Monica, she did not annoy Sheryl's of the hike.

71c. Although Amanda annoyed Monica's counselor, she did not annoy Sheryl's before the hike.

71d. Although the counselor annoyed Monica, she did not annoy Sheryl's before the hike.

72a. Although Leigh emailed Kate's assistant, she did not email Amy's of the class.

72b. Although the assistant emailed Kate, she did not email Amy's of the class.

72c. Although Leigh emailed Kate's assistant, she did not email Amy's before the class.

72d. Although the assistant emailed Kate, she did not email Amy's before the class.
73a. Although Maria commended Jennifer's teammate, she did not commend Holly's of the match.

73b. Although the cheerleader commended Jennifer, she did not commend Holly's of the match.

73c. Although Maria commended Jennifer's teammate, she did not commend Holly's after the match.

73d. Although the cheerleader commended Jennifer, she did not commend Holly's after the match.

74a. Although Alyssa saw Grace's instructor, she did not see Stephanie's of the gathering.

74b. Although the instructor saw Grace, she did not see Stephanie's of the gathering.

74c. Although Alyssa saw Grace's instructor, she did not see Stephanie's during the gathering.

74d. Although the instructor saw Grace, she did not see Stephanie's during the gathering.

75a. Although Sabrina recognized Kristin's twin, she did not recognize Heidi's of the accident.

75b. Although the babysitter recognized Kristin, she did not recognize Heidi's of the accident.

75c. Although Sabrina recognized Kristin's twin, she did not recognize Heidi's after the accident.

75d. Although the babysitter recognized Kristin, she did not recognize Heidi's after the accident.

76a. Although Tiffany feared Johanna's tenant, she did not fear Kelly's of the party.
76b. Although the tenant feared Johanna, she did not fear Kelly's of the party.

76c. Although Tiffany feared Johanna's tenant, she did not fear Kelly's after the party.

76d. Although the tenant feared Johanna, she did not fear Kelly's after the party.

77a. Although Veronica loathed Jacqueline's receptionist, she did not loathe Tracy's of the argument.

77b. Although the receptionist loathed Jacqueline, she did not loathe Tracy's of the argument.

77c. Although Veronica loathed Jacqueline's receptionist, she did not loathe Tracy's after the argument.

77d. Although the receptionist loathed Jacqueline, she did not loathe Tracy's after the argument.

78a. Although Evelyn overlooked Joanne's associate, she did not overlook Maria's of the conference.

78b. Although the associate overlooked Joanne, she did not overlook Maria's of the conference.

78c. Although Evelyn overlooked Joanne's associate, she did not overlook Maria's before the conference.

78d. Although the associate overlooked Joanne, she did not overlook Maria's before the conference.

79a. Although Janice encountered Kendra's teacher, she did not encounter Erin's of the class.
79b. Although the teacher encountered Kendra, she did not encounter Erin's of the class.

79c. Although Janice encountered Kendra's teacher, she did not encounter Erin's before the class.

79d. Although the teacher encountered Kendra, she did not encounter Erin's before the class.

80a. Although Robyn consulted Claire's principal, she did not consult Toby's of the discussion.

80b. Although the therapist consulted Claire, she did not consult Toby's of the discussion.

80c. Although Robyn consulted Claire's principal, she did not consult Toby's before the discussion.

80d. Although the therapist consulted Claire, she did not consult Toby's before the discussion.

81a. Although Julia fired Sally's assistant, she did not fire Fran's of the misbehavior.

81b. Although the manager fired Sally, she did not fire Fran's of the misbehavior.

81c. Although Julia fired Sally's assistant, she did not fire Fran's after the misbehavior.

81d. Although the manager fired Sally, she did not fire Fran's after the misbehavior.

82a. Although Sylvia angered Lisa's secretary, she did not anger Jennifer's of the conversation.

82b. Although the secretary angered Lisa, she did not anger Jennifer's of the conversation.

82c. Although Sylvia angered Lisa's secretary, she did not anger Jennifer's during the conversation.
82d. Although the secretary angered Lisa, she did not anger Jennifer's during the conversation.

83a. Although Elise teased Valerie's classmate, she did not tease Michelle's of the embarrassment.

83b. Although the student teased Valerie, she did not tease Michelle's of the embarrassment.

83c. Although Elise teased Valerie's classmate, she did not tease Michelle's after the embarrassment.

83d. Although the student teased Valerie, she did not tease Michelle's after the embarrassment.

84a. Although Stella visited Anne's doctor, she did not visit Vivian's of the mistake.

84b. Although the caretaker visited Anne, she did not visit Vivian's of the mistake.

84c. Although Stella visited Anne's doctor, she did not visit Vivian's after the mistake.

84d. Although the caretaker visited Anne, she did not visit Vivian's after the mistake.

85a. Although Ashley intimidated Karen's neighbor, she did not intimidate Stacey's of the storm.

85b. Although the neighbor intimidated Karen, she did not intimidate Stacey's of the storm.

85c. Although Ashley intimidated Karen's neighbor, she did not intimidate Stacey's during the storm.

85d. Although the neighbor intimidated Karen, she did not intimidate Stacey's during the storm.
86a. Although Allison comforted Barbara's infant, she did not comfort Courtney's of the wreck.

86b. Although the caretaker comforted Barbara, she did not comfort Courtney's of the wreck.

86c. Although Allison comforted Barbara's infant, she did not comfort Courtney's after the wreck.

86d. Although the caretaker comforted Barbara, she did not comfort Courtney's after the wreck.

87a. Although Monique helped Colleen's customer, she did not help Sharon's of the closure.

87b. Although the storekeeper helped Colleen, she did not help Sharon's of the closure.

87c. Although Monique helped Colleen's customer, she did not help Sharon's before the closure.

87d. Although the storekeeper helped Colleen, she did not help Sharon's before the closure.

88a. Although Dana bothered Lindsay's supervisor, she did not bother Carrie's of the intermission.

88b. Although the supervisor bothered Lindsay, she did not bother Carrie's of the intermission.

88c. Although Dana bothered Lindsay's supervisor, she did not bother Carrie's during the intermission.

88d. Although the supervisor bothered Lindsay, she did not bother Carrie's during the intermission.
89a. Although Natalie aided Amelia's maid, she did not aid Megan's of the checkout.

89b. Although the maid aided Amelia, she did not aid Megan's of the checkout.

89c. Although Natalie aided Amelia's maid, she did not aid Megan's after the checkout.

89d. Although the maid aided Amelia, she did not aid Megan's after the checkout.

90a. Although Meredith complimented Angela's employee, she did not compliment Corinne's of the presentation.

90b. Although the employee complimented Angela, she did not compliment Corinne's of the presentation.

90c. Although Meredith complimented Angela's employee, she did not compliment Corinne's after the presentation.

90d. Although the employee complimented Angela, she did not compliment Corinne's after the presentation.

91a. Although Amy encouraged Gina's pupil, she did not encourage Kim's of the lesson.

91b. Although the schoolteacher encouraged Gina, she did not encourage Kim's of the lesson.

91c. Although Amy encouraged Gina's pupil, she did not encourage Kim's before the lesson.

91d. Although the schoolteacher encouraged Gina, she did not encourage Kim's before the lesson.

92a. Although Cassandra photographed Nicole's friend, she did not photograph Renee's of the pageant.
92b. Although the reporter photographed Nicole, she did not photograph Renee's of the pageant.

92c. Although Cassandra photographed Nicole's friend, she did not photograph Renee's during the pageant.

92d. Although the reporter photographed Nicole, she did not photograph Renee's during the pageant.

93a. Although Linda ignored Marilyn's advisor, she did not ignore Leah's of the graduation.

93b. Although the professor ignored Marilyn, she did not ignore Leah's of the graduation.

93c. Although Linda ignored Marilyn's advisor, she did not ignore Leah's after the graduation.

93d. Although the professor ignored Marilyn, she did not ignore Leah's after the graduation.

94a. Although Susie questioned Laurie's valet, she did not question Elaine's of the collision.

94b. Although the driver questioned Laurie, she did not question Elaine's of the collision.

94c. Although Susie questioned Laurie's valet, she did not question Elaine's after the collision.

94d. Although the driver questioned Laurie, she did not question Elaine's after the collision.

95a. Although Alexis offended Claudia's director, she did not offend Alfred's of the filming.

95b. Although the director offended Claudia, she did not offend Alfred's of the filming.

95c. Although Alexis offended Claudia's director, she did not offend Alfred's during the filming.
95d. Although the director offended Claudia, she did not offend Alfred's during the filming.

96a. Although Jocelyn convinced Kathy's priest, she did not convince Jake's of the mass.

96b. Although the priest convinced Kathy, he did not convince Jake's of the mass.

96c. Although Jocelyn convinced Kathy's priest, she did not convince Jake's during the mass.

96d. Although the priest convinced Kathy, he did not convince Jake's during the mass.

97a. Although Samantha bored Alicia's mom, she did not bore Ted's of the reception.

97b. Although the botanist bored Alicia, she did not bore Ted's of the reception.

97c. Although Samantha bored Alicia's mom, she did not bore Ted's before the reception.

97d. Although the botanist bored Alicia, she did not bore Ted's before the reception.

98a. Although Vicki splashed Gayle's child, she did not splash Thomas's of the outing.

98b. Although the child splashed Gayle, she did not splash Thomas's of the outing.

98c. Although Vicki splashed Gayle's child, she did not splash Thomas's during the outing.

98d. Although the child splashed Gayle, she did not splash Thomas's during the outing.

99a. Although Emma liked Zoe's hairdresser, she did not like Rachel's of the session.

99b. Although the hairdresser liked Zoe, she did not like Rachel's of the session.

99c. Although Emma liked Zoe's hairdresser, she did not like Rachel's after the session.

99d. Although the hairdresser liked Zoe, she did not like Rachel's after the session.
100a. Although Eleanor infuriated Jill's editor, she did not infuriate Lance's of the argument.

100b. Although the editor infuriated Jill, she did not infuriate Lance's of the argument.

100c. Although Eleanor infuriated Jill's editor, she did not infuriate Lance's during the argument.

100d. Although the editor infuriated Jill, she did not infuriate Lance's during the argument.

101a. Although Molly found Lydia's cabinmate, she did not find Jack's of the collision.

101b. Although the attendant found Lydia, she did not find Jack's of the collision.

101c. Although Molly found Lydia's cabinmate, she did not find Jack's after the collision.

101d. Although the attendant found Lydia, she did not find Jack's after the collision.

102a. Although Faith recognized Brianna's acquaintance, she did not recognize Stephen's of the introduction.

102b. Although the diplomat recognized Brianna, she did not recognize Stephen's of the introduction.

102c. Although Faith recognized Brianna's acquaintance, she did not recognize Stephen's before the introduction.

102d. Although the diplomat recognized Brianna, she did not recognize Stephen's before the introduction.

103a. Although Laura overburdened Daphne's maid, she did not overburden Robert's of the banquet.
103b. Although the queen overburdened Daphne, she did not overburden Robert's of the banquet.

103c. Although Laura overburdened Daphne's maid, she did not overburden Robert's before the banquet.

103d. Although the queen overburdened Daphne, she did not overburden Robert's before the banquet.

104a. Although Jessica irritated Charlotte's tutor, she did not irritate Robbie's of the lecture.

104b. Although the tutor irritated Charlotte, she did not irritate Robbie's of the lecture.

104c. Although Jessica irritated Charlotte's tutor, she did not irritate Robbie's after the lecture.

104d. Although the tutor irritated Charlotte, she did not irritate Robbie's after the lecture.

105a. Although Elizabeth charmed Alana's nanny, she did not charm Ricky's of the visit.

105b. Although the nanny charmed Alana, she did not charm Ricky's of the visit.

105c. Although Elizabeth charmed Alana's nanny, she did not charm Ricky's during the visit.

105d. Although the nanny charmed Alana, she did not charm Ricky's during the visit.

106a. Although Dorothy fascinated Marie's biographer, she did not fascinate Darren's of the interview.

106b. Although the biographer fascinated Marie, she did not fascinate Darren's of the interview.

106c. Although Dorothy fascinated Marie's biographer, she did not fascinate Darren's during the interview.
106d. Although the biographer fascinated Marie, she did not fascinate Darren's during the interview.

107a. Although Nadia entertained Shirley's godmother, she did not entertain Bert's of the game.

107b. Although the cheerleader entertained Shirley, she did not entertain Bert's of the game.

107c. Although Nadia entertained Shirley's godmother, she did not entertain Bert's before the game.

107d. Although the cheerleader entertained Shirley, she did not entertain Bert's before the game.

108a. Although Daisy mocked Gretchen's teacher, she did not mock Kurt's of the class.

108b. Although the teacher mocked Gretchen, she did not mock Kurt's of the class.

108c. Although Daisy mocked Gretchen's teacher, she did not mock Kurt's after the class.

108d. Although the teacher mocked Gretchen, she did not mock Kurt's after the class.

109a. Although Abby excited Diana's daughter, she did not excite Kyle's of the vacation.

109b. Although the daughter excited Diana, she did not excite Kyle's of the vacation.

109c. Although Abby excited Diana's daughter, she did not excite Kyle's before the vacation.

109d. Although the daughter excited Diana, she did not excite Kyle's before the vacation.

110a. Although Pamela believed Olivia's client, she did not believe Casey's of the hearing.

110b. Although the attorney believed Olivia, she did not believe Casey's of the hearing.
110c. Although Pamela believed Olivia's client, she did not believe Casey's during the hearing.
110d. Although the attorney believed Olivia, she did not believe Casey's during the hearing.
111a. Although Donna lectured Shelley's niece, she did not lecture Evan's of the dinner.
111b. Although the aunt lectured Shelley, she did not lecture Evan's of the dinner.
111c. Although Donna lectured Shelley's niece, she did not lecture Evan's after the dinner.
111d. Although the aunt lectured Shelley, she did not lecture Evan's after the dinner.
112a. Although Nora assisted Denise's nurse, she did not assist Kent's of the surgery.
112b. Although the nurse assisted Denise, she did not assist Kent's of the surgery.
112c. Although Nora assisted Denise's nurse, she did not assist Kent's before the surgery.
112d. Although the nurse assisted Denise, she did not assist Kent's before the surgery.
113a. Although Shirley chased Darlene's assailant, she did not chase Calvin's of the assault.
113b. Although the assailant chased Darlene, she did not chase Calvin's of the assault.
113c. Although Shirley chased Darlene's assailant, she did not chase Calvin's after the assault.
113d. Although the assailant chased Darlene, she did not chase Calvin's after the assault.
114a. Although Catherine missed Rebecca's grandmother, she did not miss Todd's of the departure.
114b. Although the grandmother missed Rebecca, she did not miss Todd's of the departure.
114c. Although Catherine missed Rebecca's grandmother, she did not miss Todd's after the departure.

114d. Although the grandmother missed Rebecca, she did not miss Todd's after the departure.

115a. Although Tamara questioned Larissa's witness, she did not question Ted's of the trial.

115b. Although the judge questioned Larissa, she did not question Ted's of the trial.

115c. Although Tamara questioned Larissa's witness, she did not question Ted's during the trial.

115d. Although the judge questioned Larissa, she did not question Ted's during the trial.

116a. Although Anna dressed Joan's baby, she did not dress Sally's of the dance.

116b. Although the babysitter dressed Joan, she did not dress Sally's of the dance.

116c. Although Anna dressed Joan's baby, she did not dress Sally's before the dance.

116d. Although the babysitter dressed Joan, she did not dress Sally's before the dance.

117a. Although Victoria tickled Sophie's newborn, she did not tickle Alexander's of the birth.

117b. Although the godmother tickled Sophie, she did not tickle Alexander's of the birth.

117c. Although Victoria tickled Sophie's newborn, she did not tickle Alexander's after the birth.

117d. Although the godmother tickled Sophie, she did not tickle Alexander's after the birth.

118a. Although Carolyn praised Lynne's singer, she did not praise Thomas's of the performance.

118b. Although the pianist praised Lynne, she did not praise Thomas's of the performance.
118c. Although Carolyn praised Lynne's singer, she did not praise Thomas's after the performance.

118d. Although the pianist praised Lynne, she did not praise Thomas's after the performance.

119a. Although Louise startled Beth's babysitter, she did not startle Betty's of the evening.

119b. Although the babysitter startled Beth, she did not startle Betty's of the evening.

119c. Although Louise startled Beth's babysitter, she did not startle Betty's before the evening.

119d. Although the babysitter startled Beth, she did not startle Betty's before the evening.

120a. Although Hank treated Ryan's patient, he did not treat Bradley's of the accident.

120b. Although the dentist treated Ryan, he did not treat Bradley's of the accident.

120c. Although Hank treated Ryan's patient, he did not treat Bradley's after the accident.

120d. Although the dentist treated Ryan, he did not treat Bradley's after the accident.

121a. Although Miriam distracted Maya's waiter, she did not distract Morris's of the lunch.

121b. Although the waiter distracted Maya, she did not distract Morris's of the lunch.

121c. Although Miriam distracted Maya's waiter, she did not distract Morris's during the lunch.

121d. Although the waiter distracted Maya, she did not distract Morris's during the lunch.

122a. Although Tanya trusted Jackie's physician, she did not trust Samuel's of the appointment.

122b. Although the physician trusted Jackie, she did not trust Samuel's of the appointment.
122c. Although Tanya trusted Jackie's physician, she did not trust Samuel's before the appointment.

122d. Although the physician trusted Jackie, she did not trust Samuel's before the appointment.

123a. Although Fiona interrupted Jessie's lecturer, she did not interrupt Ivan's of the session.

123b. Although the lecturer interrupted Jessie, she did not interrupt Ivan's of the session.

123c. Although Fiona interrupted Jessie's lecturer, she did not interrupt Ivan's during the session.

123d. Although the lecturer interrupted Jessie, she did not interrupt Ivan's during the session.

124a. Although Rochelle welcomed Madeline's visitor, she did not welcome Eddie's of the arrival.

124b. Although the representative welcomed Madeline, she did not welcome Eddie's of the arrival.

124c. Although Rochelle welcomed Madeline's visitor, she did not welcome Eddie's after the arrival.

124d. Although the representative welcomed Madeline, she did not welcome Eddie's after the arrival.

125a. Although Jeannie saved Thelma's granddaughter, she did not hold Kimberly's of the bombing.

125b. Although the grandmother saved Thelma, she did not hold Kimberly's of the bombing.
125c. Although Jeannie saved Thelma's granddaughter, she did not hold Kimberly's before the bombing.

125d. Although the grandmother saved Thelma, she did not hold Kimberly's before the bombing.

126a. Although Maureen interviewed Sonia's architect, she did not interview Miriam's of the decision.

126b. Although the reporter interviewed Sonia, she did not interview Miriam's of the decision.

126c. Although Maureen interviewed Sonia's architect, she did not interview Miriam's before the decision.

126d. Although the reporter interviewed Sonia, she did not interview Miriam's before the decision.

127a. Although Sandy sued Melanie's stepdaughter, she did not sue Gavin's of the error.

127b. Although the stepdaughter sued Melanie, she did not sue Gavin's of the error.

127c. Although Sandy sued Melanie's stepdaughter, she did not sue Galvin's after the error.

127d. Although the stepdaughter sued Melanie, she did not sue Gavin's after the error.

128a. Although Clara distrusted Penny's paramedic, she did not distrust Michael's of the treatment.

128b. Although the paramedic distrusted Penny, she did not distrust Michael's of the treatment.
128c. Although Clara distrusted Penny's paramedic, she did not distrust Michael's after the treatment.

128d. Although the paramedic distrusted Penny, she did not distrust Michael's after the treatment.

129a. Although Allen promoted Spencer's manager, he did not promote Janelle's of the holiday.

129b. Although the manager promoted Spencer, he did not promote Janelle's of the holiday.

129c. Although Allen promoted Spencer's manager, he did not promote Janelle's before the holiday.

129d. Although the manager promoted Spencer, he did not promote Janelle's before the holiday.

130a. Although Travis demoted Dylan's boss, he did not demote Allie's of the meeting.

130b. Although the boss demoted Dylan, he did not demote Allie's of the meeting.

130c. Although Travis demoted Dylan's boss, he did not demote Allie's during the meeting.

130d. Although the boss demoted Dylan, he did not demote Allie's during the meeting.

131a. Although Jules congratulated Dean's contractor, he did not congratulate Lianne's of the construction.

131b. Although the contractor congratulated Dean, he did not congratulate Lianne's of the construction.

131c. Although Jules congratulated Dean's contractor, he did not congratulate Lianne's after the construction.
131d. Although the contractor congratulated Dean, he did not congratulate Lianne's after the construction.

132a. Although Joel startled Randy's brother, he did not startle Judy's of the night.

132b. Although the policeman startled Randy, he did not startle Judy's of the night.

132c. Although Joel startled Randy's brother, he did not startle Judy's during the night.

132d. Although the policeman startled Randy, he did not startle Judy's during the night.

133a. Although Brennan educated Ronney's roommate, he did not educate Natalia's of the semester.

133b. Although the roommate educated Ronney, he did not educate Natalia's of the semester.

133c. Although Brennan educated Ronney's roommate, he did not educate Natalia's during the semester.

133d. Although the roommate educated Ronney, he did not educate Natalia's during the semester.

134a. Although Richie warned Brandon's nurse, he did not warn Cary's of the mishap.

134b. Although the nurse warned Brandon, he did not warn Cary's of the mishap.

134c. Although Richie warned Brandon's nurse, he did not warn Cary's before the mishap.

134d. Although the nurse warned Brandon, he did not warn Cary's before the mishap.

135a. Although Clarence persuaded Shawn's lawyer, he did not persuade Hillary's of the trial.
135b. Although the lawyer persuaded Shawn, he did not persuade Hillary's of the trial.

135c. Although Clarence persuaded Shawn's lawyer, he did not persuade Hillary's before the trial.

135d. Although the lawyer persuaded Shawn, he did not persuade Hillary's before the trial.

136a. Although Harrison teased Wade's stepfather, he did not tease Kaitlin's of the meal.

136b. Although the driver teased Wade, he did not tease Kaitlin's of the meal.

136c. Although Harrison teased Wade's stepfather, he did not tease Kaitlin's before the meal.

136d. Although the driver teased Wade, he did not tease Kaitlin's before the meal.

137a. Although Kaley dressed Mallory's daughter, she did not dress Dave's of the wedding.

137b. Although the designer dressed Mallory, she did not dress Dave's of the wedding.

137c. Although Kaley dressed Mallory's daughter, she did not dress Dave's before the wedding.

137d. Although the designer dressed Mallory, she did not dress Dave's before the wedding.

138a. Although Brittany named Chelsea's kid, she did not name Rob's of the birth.

138b. Although the nun named Chelsea, she did not name Rob's of the birth.

138c. Although Brittany named Chelsea's kid, she did not name Rob's after the birth.

138d. Although the nun named Chelsea, she did not name Rob's after the birth.

139a. Although Kayla heard Jamie's drummer, she did not hear Alfredo's of the rehearsal.

139b. Although the drummer heard Jamie, she did not hear Alfredo's of the rehearsal.
139c. Although Kayla heard Jamie's drummer, she did not hear Alfredo's after the rehearsal.

139d. Although the drummer heard Jamie, she did not hear Alfredo's after the rehearsal.

140a. Although Jean watched Naomi's baby, she did not watch Blake's of the honeymoon.

140b. Although the baby watched Naomi, she did not watch Blake's of the honeymoon.

140c. Although Jean watched Naomi's baby, she did not watch Blake's during the honeymoon.

140d. Although the baby watched Naomi, she did not watch Blake's during the honeymoon.

141a. Although Suzy guided Laney's grandmother, she did not guide George's of the operation.

141b. Although the associate guided Laney, she did not guide George's of the operation.

141c. Although Suzy guided Laney's grandmother, she did not guide George's after the operation.

141d. Although the associate guided Laney, she did not guide George's after the operation.

142a. Although Katrina called Lillie's plumber, she did not call Nate's of the flood.

142b. Although the plumber called Lillie, she did not call Nate's of the flood.

142c. Although Katrina called Lillie's plumber, she did not call Nate's after the flood.

142d. Although the plumber called Lillie, she did not call Nate's after the flood.

143a. Although Katya messaged Theresa's priest, she did not message Brice's of the sermon.

143b. Although the priest messaged Theresa, she did not message Brice's of the sermon.

143c. Although Katya messaged Theresa's priest, she did not message Brice's after the sermon.
143d. Although the priest messaged Theresa, she did not message Brice's after the sermon.

144a. Although Kelsie consulted Lauren's gardener, she did not consult Theo's of the yardwork.

144b. Although the gardener consulted Lauren, she did not consult Theo's of the yardwork.

144c. Although Kelsie consulted Lauren's gardener, she did not consult Theo's during the yardwork.

144d. Although the gardener consulted Lauren, she did not consult Theo's during the yardwork.

145a. Although Cody pinched Nicholas's nephew, he did not pinch Duncan's of the trip.

145b. Although the toddler pinched Nicholas, he did not pinch Duncan's of the trip.

145c. Although Cody pinched Nicholas's nephew, he did not pinch Duncan's during the trip.

145d. Although the toddler pinched Nicholas, he did not pinch Duncan's during the trip.

146a. Although Logan confronted Stephen's bully, he did not confront Jason's of the class.

146b. Although the bully confronted Stephen, he did not confront Jason's of the class.

146c. Although Logan confronted Stephen's bully, he did not confront Jason's before the class.

146d. Although the bully confronted Stephen, he did not confront Jason's before the class.

147a. Although Alton served Fabian's grandfather, he did not serve Jimmy's of the gala.

147b. Although the grandfather served Fabian, he did not serve Jimmy's of the gala.

147c. Although Alton served Fabian's grandfather, he did not serve Jimmy's during the gala.

147d. Although the grandfather served Fabian, he did not serve Jimmy's during the gala.
148a. Although Lucas shoved Parker's attacker, he did not shove Christian's of the fight.

148b. Although the attacker shoved Parker, he did not shove Christian's of the fight.

148c. Although Lucas shoved Parker's attacker, he did not shove Christian's before the fight.

148d. Although the attacker shoved Parker, he did not shove Christian's before the fight.

149a. Although Joshua pushed Julian's bodyguard, he did not push Timothy's of the altercation.

149b. Although the bodyguard pushed Julian, he did not push Timothy's of the altercation.

149c. Although Joshua pushed Julian's bodyguard, he did not push Timothy's during the altercation.

149d. Although the bodyguard pushed Julian, he did not push Timothy's during the altercation.

150a. Although Dwight slapped Brent's neighbor, he did not slap Christopher's of the party.

150b. Although the neighbor slapped Brent, he did not slap Christopher's of the party.

150c. Although Dwight slapped Brent's neighbor, he did not slap Christopher's after the party.

150d. Although the neighbor slapped Brent, he did not slap Christopher's after the party.

151a. Although Derek trusted Lee's agent, he did not trust Oscar's of the negotiation.

151b. Although the agent trusted Lee, he did not trust Oscar's of the negotiation.

151c. Although Derek trusted Lee's agent, he did not trust Oscar's during the negotiation.

151d. Although the agent trusted Lee, he did not trust Oscar's during the negotiation.
152a. Although Will misled Drake's investigator, he did not mislead Elijah's of the investigation.

152b. Although the investigator misled Drake, he did not mislead Elijah's of the investigation.

152c. Although Will misled Drake's investigator, he did not mislead Elijah's during the investigation.

152d. Although the investigator misled Drake, he did not mislead Elijah's during the investigation.

153a. Although Amber photographed Cindy's teammate, she did not photograph Connie's of the victory.

153b. Although the teammate photographed Cindy, she did not photograph Connie's of the victory.

153c. Although Amber photographed Cindy's teammate, she did not photograph Connie's after the victory.

153d. Although the teammate photographed Cindy, she did not photograph Connie's after the victory.

154a. Although Crystal taunted Dori's competitor, she did not taunt Suzanne's of the brawl.

154b. Although the competitor taunted Dori, she did not taunt Suzanne's of the brawl.

154c. Although Crystal taunted Dori's competitor, she did not taunt Suzanne's before the brawl.

154d. Although the competitor taunted Dori, she did not taunt Suzanne's before the brawl.
155a. Although Caroline fed Kay's child, she did not feed Brenda's of the sunrise.

155b. Although the child fed Kay, she did not feed Brenda's of the sunrise.

155c. Although Caroline fed Kay's child, she did not feed Brenda's before the sunrise.

155d. Although the child fed Kay, she did not feed Brenda's before the sunrise.

156a. Although Morgan massaged Alexa's trainer, she did not massage Arian's of the match.

156b. Although the trainer massaged Alexa, she did not massage Arian's of the match.

156c. Although Morgan massaged Alexa's trainer, she did not massage Arian's before the match.

156d. Although the trainer massaged Alexa, she did not massage Arian's before the match.

157a. Although Blanche filmed Christina's stepdaughter, she did not film Deborah's of the race.

157b. Although the stepdaughter filmed Christina, she did not film Deborah's of the race.

157c. Although Blanche filmed Christina's stepdaughter, she did not film Deborah's during the race.

157d. Although the stepdaughter filmed Christina, she did not film Deborah's during the race.

158a. Although Carlie raised Justina's niece, she did not raise Sam's of the recovery.

158b. Although the caretaker raised Justina, she did not raise Sam's of the recovery.

158c. Although Carlie raised Justina's niece, she did not raise Sam's during the recovery.

158d. Although the caretaker raised Justina, she did not raise Sam's during the recovery.
159a. Although Taylor consoled Jordan's doctor, she did not console Giselle's of the funeral.

159b. Although the doctor consoled Jordan, she did not console Giselle's of the funeral.

159c. Although Taylor consoled Jordan's doctor, she did not console Giselle's after the funeral.

159d. Although the doctor consoled Jordan, she did not console Giselle's after the funeral.

160a. Although Beatrice summoned Jean's pharmacist, she did not summon Olga's of the surgery.

160b. Although the pharmacist summoned Jean, she did not summon Olga's of the surgery.

160c. Although Beatrice summoned Jean's pharmacist, she did not summon Olga's before the surgery.

160d. Although the pharmacist summoned Jean, she did not summon Olga's before the surgery.

Filler materials

1. Ellipsis context (possessive in first clause), with an overt noun in the second clause

1.(WO). Although Mary Michael's teacher emailed, she did not email Petra's teacher.

2.(WO). Although Jasmine studied Jason's author, she did not study author Liara's.

3.(WO). Although Donald Mark's accountant contacted, he did not contact Luis's accountant.

4. Although Alec talked to Lane's grandmother, he did not talk to Gail's grandmother.

5.(VC). Although Ruth congratulate Nick's sister, she did not congratulate Tamera's sister.
6(VC). Although Emanuel trained Sophia's intern, he did not train Gretta's intern.

7(VC). Although Craig charge Tyrome's customer, he did not sketch Janett's customer.

8. Although Holly grabbed Marcie's niece, he did not see Natalie's niece.

9. Although Yolanda scolded Tammy's maid every morning, she did not reprimand Carrie's maid.

10. Although Miriam directed Jared's assistant yesterday afternoon, she did not oversee Tabatha's assistant.

11. Although Lois hired Ruthie's gardener last week, she did not hire Dean's gardener.

12. Although Whitney did not like Francine's father, she did like Janette's father.

13. Although Brent did not remember Florence's last client, he did remember Christine's last client.

14. Although Marcus argued with Nancy's friend, he did not disagree with Valentina's friend.

15. Although Susanna did not pay Lisa's optometrist, she did pay Ronnie's optometrist.

16. Although Marvin did not meet Tori's mentor, he did see Brandon's mentor.

17. Although Naomi played with Alejandra's son on the playground, she did not entertain Manfred's son.

18. Although Gilbert tutored Francine's cousin on Mondays, he did not meet with Chester's cousin.
19. Although Janine knitted Sheldon's brother a new scarf, she did not make one for Kevin's brother.

20. Although Cassie missed Sean's family, she did not miss Conrad's family.

21. Although Harriet did not listen to Janine's boss, she did follow Alejandro's boss.

22. Although Brent did not ask Michelle's parents, he did ask Jacqueline's parents.

23. Although Joel did not commend Donald's trainer, he did compliment Kaitlyn's trainer.

24. Although Rhonda ate with Trish's supervisor yesterday, she did not eat with Mercedes' supervisor.

25. While Sandra did not give Damien's mom a gift, she did buy Sanjay's mom a gift.

26. While George did not cook chicken for Kimberly's tenant, he did fry chicken for Lacey's tenant.

27(WO). When Helen spoke to Dianna's agent, she also met with agent Simon's.

28. When Winnie tried to cook dinner for Don's friend, she did not make dinner for Chloe's friend.

29. Since Jacque called Kyleen's dentist to make an appointment, he did not need to call Noah's dentist.

30. Since Ethan joined Blair's brother for lunch, he could not accompany Olivia's brother.

31. Because Jayden worked for Daria's family, he could not work for Alexander's family.
Because Curtis needed to teach Felicia's son, he could not tutoring Jasmine's son on Monday.

2. Non-ellipsis context (i.e., no possessive in first clause), with a possessive and overt noun in the second clause

1(WO). Although the professional pianist performed Petra contacted, he did not contact Nathan's publicist.

2(WO). Although the captain dismissed Brandon, she did not Raymond's dismiss partner.

3(WO). Although the fired manager Denise, she did not fire Marley's new waitress.

4(VC). Although the salesman listen to Aaron, he did not listen to Fernando's contact.

5(VC). Although the plumber helped Max, he did not helped Ronald's family.

6(VC). Although the hairdresser schedule Reginald, she did not schedule Audrey's nephew.

7. Although the conductor directed Eric, he did not properly direct Olivia's friend.

8. Although the athlete met Sammy, she did not meet Marco's assistant after the game.

9. Although Eugene made an appointment with Bernard, he did not make an appointment with Abigail's secretary.

10. Although Ursula bought lunch for Gary last Wednesday, she did not buy lunch for Mason's friend.
11. Although Delores looked for Will in the phone book, she did not look for Isabella's cousin.

12. Although Jenna recommended Emma, she did not recommend Shirley's husband for the job.

13. Although Thelma never saved her receipts from stores, she went back to return Karl's book.

14. Although Doreen baked cakes quite often, they never were as good as grandma's brownies.

15. Although Dominique saw the baby crying, she could not see Becca's daughter.

16. Although Sarah had her own sleeping bag, she used Amanda's blanket during the camping trip.

17. Although Joyce had a laptop, she used Alexa's computer to write.

18. Although the CD sold very well, the country star's CD did even better that week.

19. Although Gerald received a ticket once, he was surprised Mimi's ticket was so expensive.

20(VC). Since Herbert knew Jacob was a vegetarian, he making his grandmother's special vegetarian bacon for breakfast.

21. Although Lisa turned down the marriage proposal politely, she accepted Juan's the following week.

22. Although the burglar stole the jewels, he decided to leave the prince's money in the vault.
23. Although Maurice failed to steal the protected files, he decided to take the researcher's data.

24. Although the inexperienced traveler had no suitcases of her own, she borrowed Harold's suitcase for her trip.

25. While Gwendolyn worked diligently on her homework, Sophia's study habits were much worse.

26. While Cynthia would not share things with Oscar, she sometimes shared her sister's toys.

27. Although Talia didn't like Mexican food very much, she ate Randy's enchiladas.

28. Since Cliff went on vacation with June, he took Liam's picnic basket with him.

29. When Garrett distrusted his new employee, he started to distrust Kayden's assistant too.

30. When the famous actor starred in many films, he never appeared on any of Fox's television shows.

31(WO). Because Mona had to chauffeur Sierra for a week, she decided to chauffeur sister Tristan's too.

32. Because Doug did not work with Bryce, he felt awkward visiting Bryce's family.

3. Non-ellipsis context in which of is used in a grammatical way

1. Although Kacy texted Paula's sorority sister, she failed to text the president of the fraternity.
2. Although Chloe followed Tina's car, she did not follow the driver of the other car during the chase.

3(VC). While the interviewer chastise Ringo's hair, she did not mention the shirt of the interviewee.

4. When Theodore noticed Bradley's shoes, he also noticed the socks of the runner during the marathon.

5. After the judge fined Misty's friend, he additionally fined the defendant of the other trial.

6. Since Jorge earned a good grade, he will also earn the respect of his peers at the university.

7. Although the nurse weighed Tristen, she forgot to take the temperature of the patient.

8. Although Quincy found the weapon, he could not seize the suspect of the crime after the incident.

9(WO). While Sophia consoled the victim, she did not console the witness of the attack.

10. Since Curtis irked the waitress, he irked the patrons of the restaurant.

11. Though Nathanial sang to the cute girl, he did not sing to the friend of the girl at the bar.

12(WO). When mailman delivered Brent's package, he delivered the letter of the boss.

13. Because Rafael finished his homework, he had no time to finish the chapter of the book on his desk.

14. After Paula spilled the milk, she got a towel to clean the floor of the apartment.
15. When the student visited the teacher, she closed the door of the office after she entered.

16(VC). When Jackson mugged Richard, he was catch by the camera of the gas station.

17. The clinician measured Richard's height, though he did not analyze the rate of the growth.

18. Maggie erased the student's work, but she did not erase the comments of the teacher in the margins.

19(VC). Angela discourage Freddie's son, but she did not discourage the creativity of the child.

20. Franklin invigorated the company's workers, so he impressed the owner of the business.

21. The student passed Cameron, and she also passed the teacher of the class.

22(WO). Stan conned the wife electrician's, and he eluded the detectives of the police.

23. Susan accepted Elijah, but she did not like the man of the foreign country.

24. The magician hypnotized Jacqueline, but he did not entertain the members of the audience.

25(WO). The stylist shampooed the customer, though she did not cut the of hair the customer.

26. The dictator traumatized the citizens, so he angered the leaders of the world.

27. Jebediah exposed the priest, so he forced the members of the congregation from the church.

28(VC). The editor checked the article, but she did not finds the mistake of the writer.
29. Seline threw away the old papers, and she threw away the spoiled contents of the fridge.

30. The TV host introduced the band, and they pleased the audience of the show.

31. Ricardo programmed the computer, but he did not program the software of the robot.

32. The athlete swam very fast, but she did not defeat her rivals of the foreign nations.

4. Non-ellipsis context, unrelated

1(WO). Although Suzanne exercised after work day every, she did not exercise on the weekends or on holidays.

2. Although the amateur actress auditioned for many theatrical plays, she did not audition for any movies.

3. Although Edwin moved to a new apartment, he did not move to the big city.

4. Although the author liked to write short stories, he did not write novels.

5. Although Maureen read many books in school, she did not read books about wars.

6. Although Ruth bought a new bookshelf, she did not buy the matching dresser.

7(VC). Although the artist sketch the statue, he did not sketch the ugly building behind it.

8. Although the muscular man could lift the box of books, he could not lift the piano.

9(VC). Although Lillian did not want to have children, she did wants to get married one day.
10. Although the defendant did not confess to the murder, he did confess to the various robberies.

11(WO). Although David did not work during summer vacation, he took classes three at the university.

12(VC). After Betsy returning the socks that her grandmother gave her, she bought a new pair of sneakers.

13. Before Roxanne went to the grocery store, she made a shopping list of everything she needed.

14. Although Margie liked to listen to country music at work, she did not play it too loudly.

15. After Bobby tediously climbed up the hill, he quickly rolled back down.

16(WO). Before she ate dinner, Vanessa set the plates and silverware out on the table.

17. Since Jeremiah had no roommates, he became friends with his neighbors.

18. Although the exchange student could not understand French when she arrived in France, she learned the language quickly.

19. While Sammy often listened to jazz music, he also enjoyed rap occasionally.

20. Because he had stayed up too late the night before, the college student fell asleep during class.

21. Although the pizza delivery man accidentally gave Lenny the wrong pizza, he ate it anyway.
22. Because she loved to work with little kids, Christina wanted to become an elementary school teacher.

23. Although the cheap light bulb had only been on for five hours, it burned out.

24(VC). Although Rob was scared to ride on roller coasters, he deciding to try it out.

25. Although Sabine argued with Geoffrey, she did not argue with the family.

26. After she spilled cracker crumbs on the floor, Jasmine vacuumed the new white carpet immediately.

27(WO). While she was away on vacation in Jamaica, Cheryl some bought souvenirs to take home.

28. After the brave lifeguard rescued the little girl, the onlookers applauded him profusely.

29. After traveling around Europe for six months, Maria was happy to come home and see familiar places.

30. Because Samantha was doing laundry anyway, she decided to wash the bedsheets.

31. Because it was chilly outside, Diana wore a jacket from the parking lot to the building.

32. Since Genevieve was a photographer, she often enjoyed looking at pictures.
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Supplementary Figures

Figures S1 and S2 provide the ERPs to the conditions with the temporal prepositions. In contrast to Figures 3 and 4 provided in the main text, the ERPs are time-locked to the onset of the preposition, thus subtracting out the spurious differences between the two conditions preceding the preposition.

Figures S3 and S4 provide the ERPs to the conditions with the preposition *of*. In contrast to Figures 1 and 2 provided in the main text, the ERPs are time-locked to the onset of the preposition and averaged to the mean of all scalp electrodes, hence allowing a better comparison with the results reported in Lau, Stroud, Plesch & Phillips (2006).
Supplementary Figure S1. ERPs for the Native English group, ellipsis temporal condition (solid line) and non-ellipsis temporal condition (dotted line). ERPs are time-locked to the onset of the onset of the preposition, relative to a 100 ms pre-preposition baseline and referenced to the averaged mastoids.
Supplementary Figure S2. ERPs for the L2 group, ellipsis temporal condition (solid line) and non-ellipsis temporal condition (dotted line) referenced to the averaged mastoids. ERPs are plotted from the onset of the preposition, relative to a 100 ms pre-preposition baseline. Arrow: late frontal negativity for the non-ellipsis condition.
Supplementary Figure S3. ERPs for the Native English group, ellipsis *of* (solid line) and non-ellipsis *of* condition (dotted line), using an average reference. ERPs are plotted from the onset of the preposition onwards, relative to a 100 ms pre-preposition baseline. Arrow: early left frontal negativity for the non-ellipsis versus ellipsis conditions.
Supplementary Figure S4. ERPs for the L2 group, ellipsis *of* (solid line) and non-ellipsis *of* condition (dotted line), using an average reference. ERPs are plotted from the onset of the preposition onwards, relative to a 100 ms pre-preposition baseline.
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